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MAIN CONFERENCE DAY ONE | 29th APRIL
0830 REGISTRATION & COFFEE 

0900 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS -  Chris Hankin, Director, Institute for Security Science and Technology, Imperial College London 

NIS; WHERE ARE WE NOW? 
Following the implementation of the NISDirective (NISD) in 2019, the opening session for ICS 2019 will evaluate the impact of the 
directive across industry sectors, assessing how far the directive has impacted cyber security for IT and OT systems and how 

successful the directive has been in securing industry against new and known threats to operators and systems  

0910 EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF THE NIS DIRECTIVE WITHIN INDUSTRY 

 Outlining how the NISD has been interpreted and implemented on a practical level within industry
 Challenges to implementing NIST across OT and IT teams
 Lessons identified from the first year under NIST; how successful is NIST in securing cyber systems?
 What further steps are required for NIST to be truly successful? What further steps should be taken to secure ICS from cyber

threat

Jerry Teahan, Director, Data Enabled Business, Johnson Controls 

0950 O/T ASSURANCE IN THE CIVIL NUCLEAR SECTOR  

 The O/T security challenge and the challenges specific to O/T in the nuclear sector
 Understanding how the regulatory framework has evolved the civil nuclear sector

 An overview of results of live testing of OT systems under this redefined framework
 Understanding the challenges faced during this trial – is this model easily translated across other sectors

Dan Coats, ONR Inspector - Nuclear Security, Civil Nuclear Security Programme Cyber Security & Information Assurance Team, Office for 
Nuclear Regulation 

 1030 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING

1110 CYBER TRIAGE: MITIGATING DAMAGE THROUGH ROBUST CYBER PRACTICE 

 Outlining the cyber profile of Anglo-American, and their response to cyber incidents
 Implementing triage and recovery systems in response to cyber incident
 Understanding global data management and analysis in a local context. How global threat relates to localised security teams
 Steps to developing a global cyber security model for business

Craig McEwan, Global IM SOC Manager, Anglo American 

 1150 PANEL DISCUSSION: HAS THE NIS DIRECTIVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL SO FAR? 

 How has the NIS Directive been implemented within industry sectors?
 What challenges have been experienced in implementing NISD? Is it fit for purpose across all business units?
 Does the “NIS Toolkit” work? What parts are missing from this kit?
 What further changes does industry need to see within the NISD
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1230 NETWORKING LUNCH
EXPANDING CYBER SECURITY BEYOND THE OPERATOR 

As national bodies prepare to transfer the NIS Directive into their own legislation, ensuring compliance to the new standard is a major 
concern for all organisations at all business levels. This session is therefore designed to prepare for the next major development in Cyber 

Security for Industrial Control Systems

 1330 MANAGING CYBER SECURITY COMMUNICATION ACROSS FUNCTIONS 

 Demonstrating where a lack of understanding of cyber security at board level is resulting in exposure to hidden risk
 Why communicating cyber security risks to senior levels is a requirement for building cyber security
 How to communicate to the board using specific, industry-relevant, outcome-based case studies
 Understanding how board level ‘buy in’ leads to cultural change on cyber risk

Thomas Olsen, Director, Lagoni Engineering 

1410 IMPLEMENTING AI AND MACHINE LEARNING TO SUPPORT REAL-TIME MONITORING AND DECISION MAKING 

 How to use artificial intelligence to detect emerging threats and latent vulnerabilities
 Achieving 100% visibility across OT, IT and Industrial IoT
 Real-world case studies of stealthy cyber-threats identified early by the Industrial Immune System – before a crisis occurred

Andrew Tsonchev, Director of Technology, Darktrace Industrial 

 1450 THE ICS FAIRYTALE: ENCOURAGING UNDERSTANDING ACROSS INDUSTRY 

 Cyber Security in Industry - How did we get here?
 ICS Cyber Security – outlining the components and players across the cyber domain
 Does OT Cyber Security need a strong IT department?
 Making myth reality  - experiences from industrial projects

Jonni Talsi, Project Manager (I&C) and Chief Engineer Cyber Security, Wartsila 

 1530 AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING

1610 BUILDING TRUST WITH CYBER SECURITY PARTNERS 

 Why large multinational organisations are increasingly looking to outsource cyber security to third parties
 Demonstrating how a lack of communication between site teams and third party security providers can create security lapses
 How can you identify reliable cyber security partners?
 How can cyber security providers demonstrate capabilities in an underreported industry?

Ewan Duncan, Group Head of Security, Associated British Ports 

1700 PANEL DISCUSSION: HAS THE NIS DIRECTIVE WORKED? 

 What impact has the NIS Directive had within industry sectors?
 How should you be preparing the NIS Directive?
 Understanding your role in implementing the NIS Directive
 Demonstrating best practice under the new NIS Directives

Early confirmed panellists include: 
Chris Hankin, Director, Institute for Security Science and Technology, Imperial College London 

1740 CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS AND END OF MAIN CONFERENCE 
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MAIN CONFERENCE DAY TWO | 30th APRIL
0830 REGISTRATION & COFFEE 

0900 CHAIRMAN’S OPENING REMARKS - Chris Hankin, Director, Institute for Security Science and Technology, Imperial College London 

LOOKING BEYOND OT: EMERGING THREATS TO INDUSTRIAL CYBER 
An estimated 86% of cyber attacks in this industry being targeted, compared to an overwhelming ‘opportunistic’ majority in other 

sectors, while almost half the reported cyber breaches involve the theft of intellectual property for competitive advantage. The 
opening session for day 2 is designed to address these new challenges by looking beyond the ‘ICS box’; exploring new 

challenges such as IP security, and new approaches to audit management and cyber insurances. 

0910 UNDERSTANDING THE INTELLECTUAL THREAT OF CYBER INCIDENTS 

 Outlining Intellectual Property (IP) concerns to industry – why should you care?
 Demonstrating the relationship between cyber attacks against industrial systems and Intellectual Property (IP) theft
 Developing a wider engagement policy for your IT/OT teams to manage IP theft awareness
 How can you develop an integrated response to the growing cyber threat?

David Blonder, Director, Legal Counsel, Regulatory and Privacy & Global Data Protection Officer, Blackberry 

0950 LESSONS IDENTIFIED FROM THE WIDER CYBER DOMAIN 

 Incorporating Cyber Security into the business model
 New approaches to Cyber Security from outside the ICS bubble
 Moving from ICS to other industry; lessons learnt from the other side
 Repurposing cyber lessons for ICS

Andy Oliver, Workstream Lead - Networks, TSB 

1030 MORNING COFFEE AND NETWORKING 

1110 CYBER AUDIT MANAGEMENT: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 

 Assessing cyber operational efficiency – key indicators of capability in ICS cyber security
 Identifying Internal Control And Regulatory Deficiencies within your organisation
 Understanding the audit checklist – practical steps to audit management
 Fail to prepare, prepare to fail? Should cyber maturity be based on a pass/fail system?

Jon Gray, Information Security Officer, PWC 

1150 MANAGING ICS CYBER SECURITY WITHIN SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISE 

 Understanding the cyber set-up for industry SME’s
 Identifying true risk vectors for your organisation
 Methods to scaling cyber capability relative to your risk appetite
 How smart prioritization and visualization of threats allows for better resource allocation and lower risk

Malcolm Warr, Chair, CNI Scotland 

1230NETWORKING LUNCH 

1330 CYBER INSURANCE: KEY FACTORS IN THE INSURANCE CYCLE 

 Understanding the insurance process and requirements within a cyber context
 Demonstrating true business impact of a cyber incident, and linking cyber incident to loss
 Cyber proofing; understanding how robust cyber defence planning can support the insurance process
 Ensuring proper insurance measures to protect against cyber incident

Erik van der Heijden, Senior Risk Engineer, If P&C Insurance 

1410 DEMONSTRATING CYBER SECURITY AS A SAFETY CONCERN 

 Understanding the safety aspects of a cyber attack is a major barrier to incorporating the operational teams in cyber security
 How associating cyber risk with safety in operational areas can engage both OT and IT operatives
 Examining how  you can demonstrate cyber risk as a safety concern
 Determining how cyber security can be considered on a day-to day basis amongst operations teams

Robert Oates ,Global Software Capability Team Lead, Rolls-Royce plc 
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1450AFTERNOON TEA AND NETWORKING 
REDEFINING ICS: HOW WILL NEW ATTITUDES TO CYBER SECURITY IMPACT CYBER SECURITY 

As industry progresses beyond NIS, and new capabilities in AI and Machine Learning rapidly change the way in which cyber 
security is managed, the closing session for the main conference will address how ICS cyber security will benefit or negate the 

operator beyond 2020. 

1530 PANEL DISCUSSION: THE CYBER TURNING POINT? IS CYBER SECURITY NOW PROPERLY RECOGNISED WITHIN ICS 

 Have events in 2017 / 2018 signifieda major turning point for Cyber Security in Industrial Control Systems?
 Have new regulations, such as NIS, been successful in changing approaches to cyber?
 What are the true emerging threats? Is industry reactive enough to address these?
 How will the cyber threat landscape evolve over the next 12 months? Is CNI likely to become a higher priority target for cyber

criminals?

Early confirmed panellists include: 
Chris Johnson, Head of Computing Science and Steering Group member of the UK Govt NCSC Industrial Control System, Glasgow 
University  
William Horner, Process Automation Consultation,  Horner Technologies 

1610 AGILE INCIDENT RESPONSE IN ICS 

 An overview of the threats, risks and mitigation strategies of SCADA systems
 Considering the characteristics of ICS incident response capabilities
 Building agility into ICS; working software and collaboration in incident management
 Managing adaptive security within a security network

Helge Janicke, Director, Cyber Technology Institute 

1650 CHAIRMAN’S CLOSING REMARKS AND END OF DAY ONE
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CONFERENCE WORKSHOP| 1st MAY

0930 
- 

1130 

BUILDING AND UNDERSTANDING AN EFFECTIVE IP SHIELD FOR INDUSTRY 

With Intellectual Property becoming the prime target for cyber attack in 2019,this session will introduce delegates to how Intellectual 
Property should be managed, and understood by board members and cyber operators alike. 

Key topics that workshop participants will focus on include: 

 An introduction to the fundamentals of IP, and the common measures to securing IP from external threat
 Building a robust IP shield while managing business risks
 Practical exercises on IP management and security
 Approached to IP security through cyber practice, and employee engagement and understanding

By attending this workshop, you will be able to; 

 Effectively engage with departments on Intellectual Property
 Identify vulnerabilities in your own IP security
 Understand the fundamental principles to securing your IP from external and internal threat

Introducing your workshop leader: 

Dr Stephan Wolke, Head of Intellectual Property & Services, Thyssenkrupp AG 

Dr. Stephan Wolke studied physics, philosophy and macroeconomics at Bonn university and graduated in 
physics. He spent the first five years of his professional career at McKinsey & Company. After founding (and 
having sold) two own businesses Stephan was in several functions at Bayer AG as well as Danaher Corp. He 
joined ThyssenKrupp in 2011 and is on corporate level responsible for Intellectual Property & Services (TIS 
IPS) as a well as head of management board of the newly founded ThyssenKrupp Intellectual Property GmbH. 
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